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‘An Teach Bán’ 

The White House 

4, Bangor Road,   

Groomsport,  

Bangor, BT19 6JF.  

Ireland.  

Tel +44 (0)28 9147 1576. 

symbolseeker999@gmail.com 

Tuesday 15th March, 2022. 

Dame Meg Hillier CBE 
Chair Public Accounts Select Committee (PAC) 
House of Commons 
London 
SW1A 0AA 
My Reference: PB00322 
Your Reference: email, Thu 04/03/2022 17:32hrs. 
FAO Mr. Richard Cooke  ~ Clerk to PAC 
 

 

Fraud and Sedition  

Dear Mr. Cooke, 

My immediate reaction to your email, is do not be absurd; but you ought to be aware of the 
Ides of March. 

You and Mr.Shave were content to use this young woman Ms.H.Nathoo to do your criminal 
bidding in this latest so called 'investigation', more accurately 'cover up', no doubt helping her 
to draft and approve her reply.  

Unforgivably, cynically, and racialisticly you treated her as a disposable collateral casualty.  
For that singular act you will both lose your employment and thus your pensions will be frozen 
until you are very old men. 

Both  of you under direct political control, did more than that you acted seditiously which is a 
crime against the State. 

You did by your combined misconduct, speech, and control incite others junior to yourselves 
to act criminally to subvert the legitimate authority of this State and its Monarch which also 
included subverting and misleading a Parliamentary Public Inquiry, Parliament, the 
‘Constitution’ and the legitimate will of ordinary Citizens seeking their Human Right of Justice 
all of whom, at your appointments, you both swore to serve loyally with integrity.  

For these acts against the State you and Mr.Shave will both lose your employment, your 
pensions entirely, and not least your personal freedom as guests of an H.M.Prison.  
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These are the only circumstance in law which permit the pension providers, the Civil Service, 
the right to remove your pensions in their entirety, the ultimate step above a ‘frozen’ pension. 

Mr. Cooke, one wonders what your neighbours in leafy Surrey might think about your public 
loss of integrity and reputation, your motives, your roles, your disloyalty, and what possessed 
you to act with such criminality as the senior Civil Servant in charge of PAC, the most powerful 
Committee in Parliament? 

Breaches of trust in high public offices are always reflected in the length of your and Mr. 
Shave’s ultimate incarceration.  

When Mr. Shave acknowledged receipt of my original document it became a State Paper and 
thus there was no turning back.  

In fact you and Mr. Shave acting under the complicit direction of 1922 Committee Members on 
PAC were the hands on 'controllers' of this sedition in which you set out to knowingly deny 
knowledge of the existence of this State Paper requested by a PAC Parliamentary Public 
Inquiry; to the Chair, Dame Hillier; and to every Member of the Committee excepting your co-
conspirator Members on PAC. 

The intent of this criminal conspiracy was clear which was that this Report must not be allowed 
to see the light of day or Public scrutiny. 

As senior Civil Servants you perversely denied your sworn duty to the State, the Monarch, and 
its Citizens. You both became complicit criminal fraudsters in that you denied corrected 
Pensions and Justice owed to 11,000 disabled Firefighters and their 30,000 Beneficiaries. 

You both had sworn duties which required you to inform Dame Hillier of the existence of a 
Report she requested ~ this State Paper ~ and then to pass the document upon receipt to her 
and circulate it to all the Committee elected Members? 

You both had a duty, if in doubt, to discuss its contents with the Chair though it is immutable 
that you discussed it with complicit 1922 MP Members on the Committee? 

You were both content to 'mislay' this Paper and ‘bury it’ as you were instructed to do by the 
'Architects' of all this and without the slightest consideration or sympathy of a reply to all those 
40,000 Fire Service Beneficiaries waiting with hope for a reply which you as ultra vires senior 
Civil Servants specifically denied them? 

You are both common criminals. 

When next you fail to pass this correspondence to the Chair Dame Hiller and the unwitting 
Committee Members whom you have mendaciously already deceived and they then receive 
this letter from other multiple sources one wonders what Parliament will do to such corrupt 
senior Civil Servants who have without compunction deliberately 'lost' a State Paper of such 
gravity whilst knowingly acting seditiously and criminally under the direction of other Elected 
criminals? 

The Committee’s reaction at this point, unless you both immediately discuss this and your roles 
with the Chair, in fact throw yourself on her mercy, will be your immediate suspension leading 
to consequences which are inevitable. 
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But you did not act independently as I know because as other Civil Servants in Registry and 
the Judiciary at the Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court experienced, that when you all 
decided to corruptly touch the sacred lives of these unfortunate defrauded 11,000 disabled 
Firefighters and their 30,000 Beneficiaries you and they have found to their perpetual detriment 
that it does not come without a price; the retribution of Justice which you both will also 
experience. 

But then you both signed up and got the ‘leg up’ to where you now are and in the process you 
sold your morality. You never for one moment imagined that the Brotherhood would call in their 
debt from you which they just did.   

Will they protect you? Based on demonstrated experience in this criminality you are both fools 
to believe so.   

Finally as avid readers of 'The Morning Bugler' can I suggest that you both continue to follow 
and watch the self-immolation of your Civil Service careers and the complete and significant 
financial loss in its entirety of your pensions.  

Now that is not a threat but a promise. I refer you to the OED to elucidate the difference… 

This matter is far from concluded. 

            Yours Truly, 

      

  Divisional Fire Officer (Rtd) Grad I Fire E. 

 

 

 

         Order                                          LSGCM                     Oklahoma Medal of Valour  
            of                                             & 
Excellent Firefighter            Exemplary Fire Service                Honorary Citizenship 
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